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MOVE-DOWN – was never easier
Simplified handling for a thorough hygiene

With the updated MOVE-DOWN feature,  
cleaning the evaporator was never easier!
 The air cooler can be folded down smoothly with  

 gas pressure springs
 Crumbs and other remains are collected in a removable tray

 for an easy disposal

This allows perfect hygiene without compromise.
Your benefit: The update is already included in all 
WIHA IMPULSE air chiller units.

Diverse colour options thanks to our 
own powder coating facility

Many of our devices are also available in different colours
With our own powder coating facility and our own qualified personnel, short delivery times and high product quality are 
possible.

Please contact us for more information.

MOVE-
DOWN

+
+ gas pressure springs
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Less effort for the daily cleaning with WIHA air chiller units.

Simply wipe the pan bottom 
The merchandise display shelf can be folded up easily, 
to allow the pan bottom to be cleaned.

Clean the air baffle within seconds 
The air blow-off nozzle can be unfolded to access all 
areas for cleaning.

Easy handling of the air cooler 
The MOVE-DOWN feature allows the evaporator to be 
folded down. 

New: Gas pressure springs compensate the weight of 
the air cooler and minimize the force to handle it.

RED marked handles enable an easy handling.

Clean the evaporator easily 
Use a hand brush to wipe the evaporator.  Remains are 
caught by a removable tray underneath the evaporator 
for their easy disposal.

High hygienic standards for the commercial sale of 
chilled food are vitally important. Regular cleaning 
must be easy and done within a minimum of time.

WIHA air chiller units, which are equipped with the new 
WIHA MOVE-DOWN feature, are particularly easy and 
quick to clean.

Additional gas pressure springs are used to  compensate 
the weight of the evaporator to minimize the effort that 
is needed to fold them down for cleaning.

An additional removable tray is located underneath the 
evaporator, to catch crumbs and other remains to 
 prevent them from blocking the drain.

The new WIHA MOVE-DOWN feature is now  integrated 
in the following air chiller units of the series: 

 - Bäcker-Snack IMPULSE, 
 - Bäcker-Snack BG IMPULSE, 
 - Bäcker-Snack FLA 8° IMPULSE,
 - Bäcker-Snack 8° IMPULSE, 
 - Bäcker-Snack 8° BG IMPULSE and 
 - SKE 120 SP IMPULSE 

with the refrigerant R134a/R513A, R454C and R290. 

MOVE-
DOWN

+
+ gas pressure springs

ROUND-
BOTTOM
Easy cleaning of the 
pan bottom

EASY-
CLEAN

Easy cleaning of the  
air blow-off area




